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11 Optical Illusions That'll Reveal Your Personality Type
Bright Side

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dq0gmzTDqaA

VOCABULARY:
spot something draw (your) attention to something
tilt your head (to the left)
more vocab is listed in the Analysis sections below

You will watch a video in different parts and for each segment:
1—Guess what you see in the image, and if you can see another image, guess what that is as well
2—Look at the analyses for the two different images and decide which corresponds to which image
3—Watch the rest of the video segment to see if you were right
Images you see
1

Analysis
thoughtful have an analytical mind and critical approach
straightforward

2

trustworthy

reliable

can see the big picture and solve problems effortlessly
outstanding observational skills

3

occasionally need to be on your own
love nature & solitude tactful
romantic at heart really value the people in their life
positive & friendly personality can calm others down

4

a realist rather than an idealist regarded as cynical
think that all good things may come to an end one day
tend to overlook danger sometimes too spontaneous and a
bit naive often unprepared for unpleasant consequences

5

right-brained creative use different forms of art to
express yourself high level of emotional intelligence
imagination helps solve problems in outside-of-box way
left-brained forte is analytical thinking good at numbers
and languages logical and problem-solver

6

astonishing attention to details sound logic great at math
can master languages with ease
highly intuitive value their freedom
can often anticipate something that may happen

DISCUSSION THEMES:
●Do you think simple tests like these can reveal much about someone’s personality?
●Some people with a high sense of ‘street smarts’ can ‘read’ a person (know what they’re like) by interacting with
them for just a minute or two. Do you agree? What would they be checking out and how might they do it?
●Can people learn to think in other ways, to realize, understand or see how different personality types perceive the
world?
Check out these videos:
►►► 11 Optical Illusions That Will Trick Your Eyes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llLVk2fqylA
►►► 10 Mind Blowing Optical Illusions https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IWk5NkxQF8

